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DISCUSSION: The application for T nonimmigrant status was denied by the Director, Vermont Semce 
Center, and on December 23, 2004 the Administrative Appeals Office (AAO) summarily dismisscd the 
appeal, since no brief was found on the record. A subsequent search of Citizenship and Immigration (CIS) 
records, however, revealed that a brief had indeed been filed in a timely manner; hence the AAO now reopens 
the case in order to review the district director's decision in light of the entire record, including counsel's 
brief on appeal. The appeal will be dismissed. 

The applicant is a native and citizen of Mexico who entered the United States without inspection on or about 
April 2 1, 200 1. The applicant seeks T nonimrnigrant status pursuant to 5 5 I0 1 (a)(l S)(T)(i) and 2 I4(n) of the 
Immigration and Nationality Act (the Act) in order to remain in the United States. The director concluded that 
the applicant had voluntarily sought to be smuggled into the United States, and he was not the victim of 
trafficlung. The director determined that the applicant had failed to establish that he qualified for the desired 
classification. 

On appeal, counsel asserts that the applicant establishes that he was a victim of a severe form of trafficking in 
persons, and that if he is removed, associates of the smugglers could seek revenge against the applicant for his 
cooperation in the government case against the smugglers. On appeal, counsel submits a brief dated Februaty 
12, 2004, along with a statement by the applicant. The record also contains a record of the applicant's sworn 
statement at the border patrol office on May 8, 2001, a copy of the federal indictment of the applicant's 
smugglers on conspiracy to transport and transportation of illegal aliens, dated June 5, 2001, a copy of the 
immigration judge's order granting the applicant voluntary departure until June 18, 2004, and other 
documentation. The AAO has reviewed the record in its entirety, and concurs with the director's decision in 
this matter. 

Section 101(a)(15)(T) of the Act provides, in pertinent part, that an applicant may be classified as a T-1 
nonimmigrant if he or she is: 

(i) [Slubject to section 214(n), an alien who the Attorney General [now secretary of 
Homeland, Security (Secretary]] d e t h i n e s  -- 

(I) is or has been a victim of a severe form of trafficking in persons, 
as defined in section 103 of the Trafficlung Victims Protection 
Act of 2000, 

(11) is physically present in the United States, American Samoa, or 
the Commonwealth of the Northern Mariana Islands, or at a port 
of entry thereto, on account of such trafficking 

(111) (aa) complied with any 'reasonable request for assistance in the 
investigation or prosecution of acts of trafficlung, [and] ... 
. . . 

(w> the alien would suffer extreme hardship involving unusual and 
severe harm upon removal; 
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Section 214(n) of the Act provides, in pertinent part: 

(1) No alien shall be eligible for admission to the United States under 
section 101(a)(15)(T) if there is substantial reason to believe that the 
alien has committed an act of a severe form of traffichng in persons 

(2) The total number of aliens who may be issued visas or otherwise 
provided nonimmigrant status during any fiscal year under section 
101 (a)(15)(T) may not exceed 5,000. 

A successful 5 101(a)(15)(T) application is dependent first upon a showing that the applicant is a victim of a 
severe form of trafficking in persons. According to the Trafficking Victims Protection Act, 22 U.S.C. 
Ej 7 102(8), the term "severe forms of trafficking in persons" means 

A. sex trafficking in which a commercial sex act is induced by force, fraud, or coercion, or in 
which the person induced to perform such act has not attained 18 years of age; or 

B, the recruitment, harboring, transportation, provision, or obtaining of a person for labor or 
services, through the use of force, fraud, or cocrcion for the purpose of subjection to 

' involuntary servitude, peonage, debt bondage, or slavery. 

The regulations at 8 C.F.R. 8 214.1 1(f) provide specific guidelines on evidence that may be provided to support 
the applicant's contention that he is a victim of a severe form of trafficlung. The regulations state: 

(0 Evidence demonstrating that the applicant is a victim of a severe form of traficking in 
persons. The applicant must submit evidence that fully establishes eligibility for each 
element of the 'I' nonimmigrant status to the satisfaction of the Attorney General. First, an 
alicn must demonstrate that he or she is a victim of a severe form of trafficlung in persons. 
The applicant may satisfy this requirement either by submitting an LEA endorsement, by 
demonstrating that the Service prcviously has arranged for the alien's continued presence 
under 28 CFK 1100.35, or by submitting sufficient credible secondary evidence, describing 
the nature and scope of any force, fkaud, or coercion used against the victim (this showing is 
not necessary if the person induced to perform a commercial sex act is under the age of 18). 
An application must contain a statement by the applicant describing the facts of his or her 
victimization. In determining whether an applicant is a victim of a severe form of trafficking 
in persons, the Service will consider all credible and relevant evidence. 

( 1 )  Latv Enfircement Agency endorsement. An LEA endorsement is not 
required. However, if provided, it must be submitted by an appropriate law 
enforcement official on Supplement B, Declaration of Law Enforcement 
Ofleer for Victim of Trafficking in Persons, of Form 1-914. The LEA 
endorsement must be filled out completely in accordance with the 
instructions contained on the form and must attach the results of any name or 
database inquiry performed. In .order to provide persuasive evidence, the 



LEA endorsement must contain a description of the victimization upon 
which the application is based (including the dates the severe forms of 
trafficking in persons and victimization occurred), and be signed by a 
superviwng official responsible for the investigation or prosecution of severe 
forms of trafficking in persons. The LEA endorsement must address whether 
the victim had been recruited, harbored, transported, providcd, or obtained 
specifically for either labor or services, or for the purposes of a commercial 
sex act. The traffickers must have used force, fraud, or coercion to make the 
victim engage in the intended labor or services, or (for those I8 or older) the 
intended commercial sex act. The situations involving labor or scrvices must 
rise to the level of involuntary servitude, peonage, debt bondage, or slavery. 
The decision of whether or not to complete an LEA endorsement for an 
applicant shall be at the discretion of the LEA. 

(2)  Primary evidence of victim status. The Service will consider an LEA 
endorsement as primary evidence that the applicant has been the victim of a 
severe form of trafficlung in persons provided that the details contained in 
the endorsement meet the definition of a severe form of trafficking in persons 
under this section. In the alternative, documentation from the Service 
granting the applicant continued presence in accordance with 28 CFR 
1100.35 will be considered as primary evidence that the applicant has been 
the victim of a severe form of trafficking in persons, unless the Service has 
revoked the continued presence based on a determination that the applicant is 
not a victim of a severe form of trafficking in persons. 

(3) Secondaly evidence of victim status; AfJiavits. Credible secondary 
evidence and affidavits may be submitted to explain the nonexistence or 
unavailability of the primary evidence and to otherwise establish the 
requirement that the applicant be a victim of a severe form of trafficking in 
persons. The secondary evidence must include an original statement by the 
applicant indicating that he or she is a victim of a severe form of trafficking 
in persons; credible evidence of victimization and cooperation, describing 
what the alien has done to report the crime to an LEA; and a statement 
indicating whether similar records for the time and place of the crime are 
available. The statement or evidence should demonstrate that good faith 
attempts were made to obtain the LEA endorsement, including what efforts 
the applicant undertook to accomplish these attempts. Applicants are 
encouraged to provide and document all credible evidence, because there is 
no guarantee that a particular piece of evidence will result in a finding that 
the applicant was a victim of a severe form of trafficking in persons. If the 
applicant docs not submit an LEA endorsement, the Service will proceed 
with the adjudication based on the secondary evidence and affidavits 
submitted. A non-exhaustive list of secondary evidence includes trial 
transcripts, court documents, police reports, news articles, and copies of 
reimbursement forms for travel to and from court. In addition, applicants 
may also submit their own affidavit and the affidavits of other witnesses. 



The determination of what evidence is crediblc and the weight to be given 
that evidence shall be within the sole discretion of the Service. 

(4) Obtaining an LEA endorsement. A victim of a scvere form of trafficking 
in persons who does not have an LEA endorsement should contact the LEA 
to which the alien has provided assistance to request an endorsement. If the 
applicant has not had contact with an LEA regarding the acts of severe forms 
of trafficlung In persons, the applicant should promptly contact thc nearest 
Service or Federal Bureau of Investigation (FBI) field office or U.S. 
Attorneys' Office to file a complaint, assist in the investigation or prosecution 
of acts of severe forms of trafficlung in persons, and request an LEA 
endorsement. If the applicant was recently liberated from the trafficlang in 
persons situation, the applicant should ask the LEA for an endorsement. 
Alternatively, the applicant may contact the Department of Justice, Civil 
Rights Division, Trafficking in Persons and Worker Exploitation Task Force 
complaint hotline at 1-888-428-7581 to file a complaint and be referred to an 
LEA. 

The record does not comport with the evidentiary requirements articulated at 8 C.F.R. 241.1 1 .  According to 
the applicant's statement to the border patrol agent on May 8,2001, he had made arrangements with a woman 
in Nuevo Laredo to be smuggled to Dallas, Texas for a fee of $1500. By consenting to departure from 
Mexico, the applicant rendered himself a smuggled alien rather than a victim of trafficking as defined by 
22 U.S.C. $ 7102(8)(A) and (B). There is no evidence that the applicant was a victim of sex trafficking or 
that he was a victim of the recruitment, harboring, transportation, provision, or obtaining of a pcrson for labor 
or services, through the use of force, fraud, or coercion for the purpose of subjection tp involuntary servitude, 
peonage, debt bondage, or slavery. 

The smugglers provided the applicant with a service, albeit illegal, for which he in turn was to provide 
payment. Despite their ill-treatment of the applicant, the record does not establish that the smugglers sought 
to enslave him for labor or servlces as described at 22 U.S.C. 3 7102(8)(B). Further, the record does not 
establish forcc, fiaud, or coercion. In his statement to the border patrol agent, the applicant declared that the 
individual m charge of a trailer house where the applicant waited for six days for onward transportation told 
him that if he wanted to leave, he should "get out." The applicant's statement on appeal also does not 
establish coercion. 

In order to successfully apply for a T-1 visa, the applicant must demonstrate that he (1) is or has been a victim 
of a severe form of trafficlung in persons; (2) is physically present in the United States, American Samoa, or 
the Commonwealth of the Northern Mariana Islands, or at a port of cntry thereto, on account of such 
trafficking; (3) complied with any reasonable request for assistance in the investigation or prosecution of acts 
of trafficking; and (4) would suffer extreme hardship involving unusual and severe harm upon removal from 

. the United States. As the applicant has not sufficiently demonstrated that he fulfills the first of the four listed 
requirements, his application will be dismissed and the AAO deems it unnecessary to analyze the merit of his 
claim with respect to the remaining three requirements. 

In proceedings for application for T nonimmigrant status under 65 lOl(a)(lS)(T)(i) and 2 14(n) of the Act, thc 
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burden of proving eligibility remains entirely with the applicant. Section 291 of the Act, 8 U.S.C. 9 1361 
Here, the applicant has not met that burden. Accordingly, the appeal will be dismissed. 

ORDER: The appeal is dismissed. 


